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Executive Media Relations
Matrix joins hands with HR and Payroll Software Specialist Company, Greytip as Technology Partner
Matrix, a leading manufacturer of enterprise-grade Telecom and Security solutions, announced tie-up with Greytip
Software Pvt. Ltd. as a technology partner. The two companies have joined hands to offer a comprehensive
time-attendance and payroll solution to their customers.
Matrix COSEC is a People Mobility solution for enterprises, which covers Time-Attendance and Access Control. Matrix
COSEC Time-Attendance provides comprehensive attendance and leave related data of users in various formats like
reports, graphs and others required for integration with payroll.
About Greytip Software
Established in 1994, Greytip Software Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore enables HR departments to leverage IT for both effectiveness
and efficiency. It provides cloud based software that covers all aspects of payroll management, leading to less work and
functions entirely to ensure a smooth HR and payroll process. It provides software solutions that cover all areas
including employee information management, leave and attendance management, training, appraisals, compensation
and more.
The Association
Integration of Matrix COSEC Time-Attendance with Greytip makes it an advanced solution. Furthermore, it supports
database to database integration.
The integration process occurs in the following way:
1.Events generated by users are stored in the server.
2.Greytip software will fetch the user attendance data from the server.
3.Hence, Greytip software will generate the reports defined as per the policy of an organization.
This comprehensive integrated solution will take care of all events from employee’s attendance marking to the
generation of payslip. Furthermore, it ensures delivering more value in enhancing an organization’s productivity,
reliability and security by automating HR’s tasks.
Speaking on the subject, Jatin Desai, Marketing Manager Access Control and Time-Attendance Solutions, Matrix, "This
interoperability will provide comprehensive integrated solution to the end customers for both time-attendance and
payroll without any technical glitches. Furthermore, system integrators can suggest both solutions to end customers
without worrying about the integration part.”

______________________________________________________________________About Matrix
An innovative, technology driven and customer focused organization, Matrix is committed to keep pace with the
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revolutions in the telecom and security industries. With more than 40% of its human resources dedicated to the
development of new products, Matrix has launched cutting-edge products like IP Video Surveillance, Access Control,
Time-Attendance, Unified Communications, IP-PBX, Universal Gateways, Convergence, VoIP Gateways and GSM Gateways.
These solutions are feature-rich, reliable and conform to the international standards. Having global footprints in Europe,
North America, South America, Africa and Asia through an extensive network of more than 500 channel partners, Matrix
ensures that the products serve the needs of its customers faster and longer. Matrix has gained trust and admiration of
customers representing the entire spectrum of industries. Matrix has won many national and international awards for its
innovative products.

For further information, please contact:
More@MatrixComSec.com
+91 93744 74302
www.MatrixAccessControl.com
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